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Overview  

Is your organization capturing and harnessing your vast array of corporate data in a way that improves 

insight allowing for operational excellence across the various business groups? Today’s organizations 

are faced with constantly changing business models and core system changes that often leave behind 

enterprise data and reporting. Due to this, organizations have acquired various reporting solutions to 

deal with the changing demands from the business but in doing so, create a silo driven analytics 

environment that lacks enterprise fit and scale.  

Performance Analytics Business Intelligence (BI) Health Check focuses on organizations that have 

faced increased challenges to develop and deploy effective BI solutions. Our experts will help you to 

develop a BI Blueprint that captures your current BI state and maps out a future state BI solution 

architecture.  

How it works 

Our BI Experts factor in your business changes that are taking shape, and current organizational 

investments to capture a complete BI plan and visions document.  Leveraging the Business Intelligence 

Maturity Model Index, our Experts are able to develop a BI program helping you to see how you can 

bring BI efficiencies to your organization. Below highlights some key areas that we assess during the 

Health Check:  

 BI Management Processes 

 Overall BI Architecture 

 Key  Sources of data 

 Review current migration 

and data integration tools 

 BI solution Administration 

 Assess current BI Tools: 

- Fixed, formatted 

reports 

- Data Visualization 

- Ad-hoc Analysis 

- Predictive insight 

- Dashboard (Enterprise, department) 

 Key users and Management expectations 

Upon the successful completion of the BI Heath Check, we work with you to document and define our key findings 

document, capturing the following: Current State: Organization alignment, Architecture, Data and Business 

Processes, Gap Analysis, Future State Strategy Roadmap, Recommendations Summary Reports and 

Presentations. 

Benefits 

The BI Health Check will provide you with an actionable strategy towards a customized Business 

Intelligence Roadmap and outline key areas for process and technology improvements. 


